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PrimEx experimentPrimEx experiment
The goal of the PrimEx The goal of the PrimEx 
collaboration is to collaboration is to 
determine the lifetime of determine the lifetime of 
the the ππ00 particle with greater particle with greater 
accuracy than ever before. accuracy than ever before. 
This is done by measuring This is done by measuring 
the smallthe small--angle coherent angle coherent 
photoproduction of photoproduction of ππ00 in in 
the Coulomb field of a the Coulomb field of a 
nucleus, known as the nucleus, known as the 
Primakoff effect.Primakoff effect.



PrimEx experimentPrimEx experiment
The The ππ00 decay proceeds primarily through the chiral decay proceeds primarily through the chiral 
anomaly and represents one of the most definitive anomaly and represents one of the most definitive 
tests of lowtests of low--energy quantum chromodynamics. energy quantum chromodynamics. 
This measurement of the This measurement of the ππ0 0 lifetime will have an lifetime will have an 
error of less than 1.5%, which is on par with the error of less than 1.5%, which is on par with the 
theoretical uncertainty.theoretical uncertainty.
The improved precision is partly enabled by the The improved precision is partly enabled by the 
development of a hybrid detector consisting of a development of a hybrid detector consisting of a 
multichannel lead glass detector with a high multichannel lead glass detector with a high 
resolution PbWOresolution PbWO44 center.center.



Description of prototype calorimeterDescription of prototype calorimeter

6x6 array of lead tungstate crystals of size 6x6 array of lead tungstate crystals of size 
2.05cm x 2.05cm x 18cm inside a 2.05cm x 2.05cm x 18cm inside a 
thermostatically controlled and optically thermostatically controlled and optically 
isolated box.isolated box.
Since PbWOSince PbWO44 light yield depends strongly light yield depends strongly 
on the temperature of the crystal (a change on the temperature of the crystal (a change 
of about 1% per 2 K), the temperature was of about 1% per 2 K), the temperature was 
held at 278held at 278 K with a fluctuation of less than K with a fluctuation of less than 
1 K.1 K.



Description of prototype calorimeterDescription of prototype calorimeter

The 18 crystals for the top The 18 crystals for the top 
half of the detector were half of the detector were 
made in Russia, while the 18 made in Russia, while the 18 
for the bottom half were for the bottom half were 
made in China.made in China.
The crystals were arranged The crystals were arranged 
this way so that the this way so that the 
performance of the Russian performance of the Russian 
and Chinese crystals could and Chinese crystals could 
be checked independently.be checked independently.
Each crystal is divided into Each crystal is divided into 
fibers such that the distance fibers such that the distance 
between two adjacent crystal between two adjacent crystal 
fibers is 2 mm.fibers is 2 mm.



Description of beam testDescription of beam test
In the prototype beam test, In the prototype beam test, 
the photons from the photons from Jlab’sJlab’s
photon beam were converted photon beam were converted 
into electrons by the target. into electrons by the target. 
The electrons were bent by a The electrons were bent by a 
sweeping dipole magnet sweeping dipole magnet 
toward the detector.toward the detector.
The detector was moved in X The detector was moved in X 
and Y so that the electrons and Y so that the electrons 
passing through the center of passing through the center of 
the Xthe X--Y coordinator could Y coordinator could 
roughly hit the center of the roughly hit the center of the 
concerned crystal for a given concerned crystal for a given 
test run. test run. 



Description of run selectionDescription of run selection

It was necessary to choose a run which was It was necessary to choose a run which was 
aimed at one of the center four crystals in aimed at one of the center four crystals in 
order to have a meaningful 5x5 plot.order to have a meaningful 5x5 plot.
Only runs 413 and 419 meet this criterion. I Only runs 413 and 419 meet this criterion. I 
chose to analyze experimental run 413 chose to analyze experimental run 413 
because more events occurred in this run because more events occurred in this run 
than in run 419, the other experimental run than in run 419, the other experimental run 
inside the center four.inside the center four.



Beam location in X and YBeam location in X and Y



Calibration constantsCalibration constants

In order to perform the analysis of the beam In order to perform the analysis of the beam 
test, the results must be properly calibrated.test, the results must be properly calibrated.
The total energy of the particles is given byThe total energy of the particles is given by

where E is the total energy of the particles, where E is the total energy of the particles, 
EEii is the energy deposited in the is the energy deposited in the iith crystal, th crystal, 
and and nn is the total number of channels. is the total number of channels. 
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Calibration constantsCalibration constants

The primary goal of the calibration is to The primary goal of the calibration is to 
determine the values of determine the values of ααii. In the simplest . In the simplest 
method, we define some other Emethod, we define some other Eii::

where Ewhere Eee-- is the incident electron energy, is the incident electron energy, ααii
is the calibration constant, and Qis the calibration constant, and Qii is the is the 
ADC pulse height for the ADC pulse height for the iith crystal. th crystal. 
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Calibration constantsCalibration constants

Now the minimization of the functionNow the minimization of the function

yields a simple expression for the calibration yields a simple expression for the calibration 
constants constants ααii::
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Calibration constantsCalibration constants

Now we define some weights WNow we define some weights Wii for smooth for smooth 
iteration:iteration:

This weight is the square of the fraction of This weight is the square of the fraction of 
energy deposited in the energy deposited in the iith channel over th channel over 
total measured energy. total measured energy. 
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Calibration constantsCalibration constants

After 5 iterations or so, the value of After 5 iterations or so, the value of ααii reaches a reaches a 
plateau and varies less than 1%.plateau and varies less than 1%.
Using this weight, the iteration now becomesUsing this weight, the iteration now becomes

It should be noted that It should be noted that ααii does not depend on the does not depend on the 
angle or position of the particles that are hitting the angle or position of the particles that are hitting the 
detector (otherwise these calculations would be detector (otherwise these calculations would be 
much more complicated). much more complicated). 
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Calibration constantsCalibration constants

The analysis program PAW++ gives more The analysis program PAW++ gives more 
accurate results if the inverses of the accurate results if the inverses of the 
calibration constants are used. Therefore, calibration constants are used. Therefore, 
the energy is better defined asthe energy is better defined as

where where ββi i =(=(ααii))--11..
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Energy calculationsEnergy calculations

I then conducted the analysis of the beam I then conducted the analysis of the beam 
test. I used plots of sizes 1x1, 3x3, 5x5, and test. I used plots of sizes 1x1, 3x3, 5x5, and 
6x6 (the entire prototype detector) at the 6x6 (the entire prototype detector) at the 
central fiber location (X fiber 30,Y fiber 31).central fiber location (X fiber 30,Y fiber 31).
Here are the results:Here are the results:



Energy resultsEnergy results



Energy resultsEnergy results



Energy resultsEnergy results



Energy resultsEnergy results



Energy resultsEnergy results



Energy analysisEnergy analysis

The energy with respect to X fiber number is The energy with respect to X fiber number is 
given bygiven by

,,
so that the electron energy at X=30 is 4 so that the electron energy at X=30 is 4 
GeV. This is the energy used for the % GeV. This is the energy used for the % 
error, not the reconstructed energy.error, not the reconstructed energy.

37252 101645.1106112.4105153.15004.3 xxxE ⋅⋅+⋅⋅+⋅⋅+= −−−



Energy resultsEnergy results

Plot SizePlot Size Reconstructed Reconstructed 
energy (GeV)energy (GeV) σ (GeV)σ (GeV) % of 6x6 % of 6x6 

energyenergy
σ/E (% σ/E (% 
error)error)

1x11x1 3.2173.217 0.12000.1200 75.2575.25 3.003.00

3x33x3 4.0104.010 0.07590.0759 93.893.8 1.891.89

5x55x5 4.2154.215 0.06750.0675 98.698.6 1.691.69

6x66x6 4.2754.275 0.06430.0643 100100 1.611.61



Resolution analysisResolution analysis

I then performed resolution analysis on the I then performed resolution analysis on the 
6x6 plots.6x6 plots.
Only the change in σ with respect to x Only the change in σ with respect to x 
position needs to be considered, as the position needs to be considered, as the 
sweeping dipole only works in this direction. sweeping dipole only works in this direction. 
The change in σ with respect to Y position is The change in σ with respect to Y position is 
only a statistical effect.only a statistical effect.



Resolution analysisResolution analysis

I then looked at plots for every X fiber value I then looked at plots for every X fiber value 
at Y fiber 31. All X fibers outside of the at Y fiber 31. All X fibers outside of the 
range from 28 to 50 turned out to be junk range from 28 to 50 turned out to be junk 
data. In addition, there was a bad data point data. In addition, there was a bad data point 
inside this range at X=43.inside this range at X=43.



Resolution resultResolution result



ConclusionConclusion

PbWOPbWO4 4 is a good material for this sort of is a good material for this sort of 
detector, with the mean resolution of energy detector, with the mean resolution of energy 
being 1.51being 1.51±±0.0560.056%. The actual result %. The actual result 
should be lower because I was unable to should be lower because I was unable to 
subtract energy spread and noise to a subtract energy spread and noise to a 
sufficient level.sufficient level.
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